THE PROJECT:
We are, grandmothers and grandfathers, mothers and fathers, aunties and uncles, brothers and sisters, cousins and relatives who have been directly affected by Uranium. We are the community, at Red Water Pond who are in the epicenter of the radiation, tailings, buried mining equipment and trash. There has not been any real success with agencies, governments, corporations and entities in the reestablishment of our body, mind and spirits being in good health. There has been some research conducted to this point, which is important to know and will be useful as we begin to rebuild.

Further, there has not been any development of meaningful infrastructure where the community may enjoy the pursuit of happiness. For many years, the community has nothing but poverty, disease, social and environmental injustice. There have been efforts to make inroads with agencies, governments, corporations and entities to alleviate the demise the community lives in. There has not been total successful for a variety of reasons, and we totally understand those reasons now.

We are now educated and postured to be more effective and dynamic in achieving the necessary matters to have a positive impact on us. We are positive that we shall enjoy a beneficial result ultimately. We are organized to accomplish this.

PHILOSOPHY:
White Shell Women were placed on the earth surface to use all her tools to Protect and Nurture the Creation by using the Aboriginal Laws placed in her being. Those Unwritten Laws of Creation are:
• Thought, Reason and Planning, and Nurturing important things, Create Design,
• Using Thought, Reason and Planning to Create Action and to move toward completion,
• These two activities establish our Wisdom from the Life Experience,
• From this we gain Healing and reserve Hope by assessing what we have done and to move toward important things by using Planning, Action, Experience and Healing. These are the themes of our Aboriginal Laws.

These Laws empower us to Create our Community, we use them including the Written Codes to complete our Purpose, Mission and Objectives (PMO). Warriors (Males) as our Protectors will assume roles prescribed in the Laws of Creation.

These Sacred activities help us to reestablish our spiritual, psychological and physical health, as well as our environment. We must do this through a positive “Unity of Effort,” since it is prescribed by the Sacred Creator of the universe and earth.